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FROM:
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SUBJECT:
Community Crime Perception Survey
____________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the Vancouver Police Board (VPB) receive this report for information.
SUMMARY:
The Vancouver Police Department (VPD) has recently received increased community feedback
about rising crime and disorder. To be responsive to community needs, the VPD utilizes this
feedback – along with analysis of crime trends and calls for service, crime hotspots, intelligence
and information provided by frontline staff – to inform operational and resource allocation
decisions.
To scientifically assess if such community feedback is indicative of broader public perception, the
VPD commissioned Leger to conduct a survey of crime perception. This survey is indicative of
the VPD’s long-standing use of independent firms to conduct research into public perception of
crime and satisfaction with the VPD. Since 2008, the VPD has commissioned a survey on
community satisfaction that assesses Vancouver residents and businesses on topics that include
their perception of crime. This Community Crime Perception Survey supplements these prior
surveys by further examining respondents’ perception of crime.
Utilizing crime statistics alone as an indication of community safety can be problematic for two
reasons. First, crime statistics do not include unreported crime. The level of unreported crime
can be significant, which was confirmed in this Community Crime Perception Survey where it was
found that 47% of victims of crime in Vancouver in the past year did not report the crime to police.
Second, as Statistics Canada noted in its 2014 national survey on perceptions of personal safety
and crime, “a sense of safety is only partly associated with actual levels of crime.” In addition to
crime, Statistics Canada noted that perceptions of community safety are also influenced by “the
presence of social disorder and antisocial behaviours.” As such, incidents involving disorder,
which may not be captured in crime statistics, can have a significant impact on perceived
community safety. Accordingly, surveys such as this Community Crime Perception Survey are
an important method to further understand community perceptions of crime and safety.

This survey was an on-line survey conducted between October 6-14, 2020, with a total of 755
respondents who either live, work, or visit Vancouver. In total, 76% of all respondents (574
individuals) reside in Vancouver and 40% of all respondents (306 individuals) work in Vancouver.
In terms of the margin of error:
•
•

For the total number of respondents (755), a probability sample would have a margin of
error of ±3.6%, 19 times out of 20.
For the number of respondents (574) who live in Vancouver, a probability sample would
have a margin of error of ±4.1%, 19 times out of 20.

The most important factor in the reliability of public opinion survey results is the degree of
population representativeness. The respondents surveyed were found to be representative of
Vancouver’s 2016 Census proportions in terms of gender, age, and ethnicity. Leger advised that
the “results are representative of the city based on these key demographic variables”.
The survey that was conducted by Leger examined the following five themes, which resulted in
the following summarized key findings:
1) Are respondents concerned about crime in Vancouver?
•
•
•

78% of all respondents are concerned about crime in Vancouver. The rate of concern is
79% for Vancouver residents, 77% for males, and 79% for females.
61% of all respondents say that crime has gotten worse in the past year in Vancouver,
while that rate is 63% for residents (including 74% for downtown residents), 62% for males,
and 61% for females.
For contextual purposes, from 2008-2019, Leger has conducted the VPD’s annual
Community Satisfaction Survey. Residents are annually asked if violent and property
crime has increased in the past year in Vancouver. The median rate of response from
residents who felt that violent crime increased was 36.5%, while for property crime the
median rate was 25.5% (for all 12 surveys from 2008-2019). This compares to 61% in
this 2020 Survey who feel that crime has gotten worse in Vancouver.

2) Are Vancouver residents concerned about crime in the neighbourhood they live in?
•
•
•

58% of residents are concerned about crime in the neighbourhood they live in. The rate
for males is 53% and 63% for females.
46% of residents feel that crime has gotten worse in their neighbourhood in the past year,
while 45% feel it has stayed the same.
For contextual purposes, from 2008-2019, residents who responded to the annual VPD
Community Satisfaction Survey, felt that violent crime increased in their neighbourhood at
a median rate of 9% (for all 12 surveys in that date range), while for property crime that
median rate is 16%. This compares to 46% in this survey who feel crime has gotten worse
in their neighbourhood.

3) To what degree, if any, have respondents changed their day-to-day behaviours because of
crime in Vancouver?
•

33% of all respondents changed a behaviour, in the past year, because of crime.
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•
•

The most frequently cited change is that they avoid certain neighbourhoods, and the top
five cited neighbourhoods they now avoid because of crime are (in order), the Downtown
Eastside, Chinatown, Gastown, Granville Street Mall/Strip, and Victory Square.
Nearly one in ten respondents have reduced the amount of time they dine out and go out
for entertainment, while seven per cent of respondents have thought about moving away
from Vancouver because of crime concerns.

4) Are respondents who work or conduct business in Vancouver concerned about crime in the
neighbourhood where they work?
•

53% of respondents who work or conduct business in Vancouver are concerned about
crime in the neighbourhood where they work.

5) To what degree, if any, has crime in Vancouver affected businesses?
•
•

Forty respondents either owned or managed a business in Vancouver; 55% of them state
their staff are concerned about crime in the neighbourhood the business is located in.
Nearly one in five business owners/managers said they have:
 Considered closing or moving to a new location (18%)
 Staff that are afraid to come to work (18%)
 Hired security (18%)
 Has been the victim of a property crime in the past year (20%)
 Customers who are more afraid to come to their business (20%)
 Lost customers because of crime in their business’ neighbourhood (15%)

BACKGROUND:
The VPD has been receiving community feedback about increasing crime and disorder. The
following are quotes that have recently been reported in local media:
•
•

•
•

•

A Yaletown parent of elementary school-aged children stated she’s considering moving
out of Vancouver because she feels unsafe in her neighbourhood and “we cannot let our
kids play in our backyards.”
Another Yaletown resident says the park and surrounding areas have become
increasingly dangerous. “We’ve had at least four instances happen to our family in the last
month where we’ve had to call the police,” she said. “Last Saturday, I was actually called
a racial slur and then threatened to be pepper-sprayed by a gentleman. And I still see this
gentleman walking up and down the street every day through my window, and I feel
completely helpless with my baby, with my family.”
A Yaletown resident stated “I’ve lived downtown for the past 10 years,” he said. “I know
what it’s like to live in a big city. I know there’s lots of noise. This is a different level. It’s
gotten to the point of being dangerous.”
Yet another Yaletown resident stated “It’s been a challenging day. You replay these things,
a stranger in your house in the middle of the night with a knife that lunges at you is not
something you want to experience. With the changes that have happened downtown since
the lockdown, there’s been progressively more and more of this happening”, she said of
growing crime and street disorder in the area.
A woman was walking near Water and Cambie streets in Gastown when a stranger
approached her and spat on her without warning. “A man ran up to me, right into my face,
and called me a XXXXX.”
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•

•

A business owner in Chinatown, who was injured in an altercation, voiced concerns about
safety in his neighbourhood. He was sweeping up broken glass from reported vehicle
break-ins outside his business on West Pender Street and when he turned around he was
struck in the face. He believes the man had a weapon. “Lots of friends of mine in Gastown
are really frightened” and “they’re really concerned about the anger they see on the
streets, the belligerence they see on the streets. They really feel it’s unsafe down here.”
A long-time Gastown business owner states that he and fellow business owners in the
area have been greatly affected by the economic downturn and by the influx of additional
crime and vandalism. He states “I am a terrified bystander right now” and “all I’ve seen is
it get worse and worse. ...and I have pretty much an all-female staff and if they don’t feel
safe coming into the office – then that’s a broken system. It’s not fair, frankly.”

Such community feedback – along with analysis of crime trends and calls for service, crime
hotspots, intelligence and information provided by frontline staff – is utilized by the VPD to inform
operational and resource allocation decisions. In an effort to scientifically assess if such feedback
is indicative of broader public perception, the VPD commissioned Leger to conduct a survey of
crime perception.

About Leger
Leger conducts the VPD’s annual Community Satisfaction Survey and they are the largest
Canadian-owned market research and analytics company, with 600 employees in Canada and
the United States. Leger is a member of:
•

•

•
•

The Canadian Research Insights Council (CRIC), the industry association for the
market/survey/insights research industry. Leger recently received the Accredited Agency
seal from the CRIC, recognizing that Leger has committed to upholding the best practices,
standards, and ethics in the market research, analytics, and insights industry.
The European Society for Opinion and Market Research (ESOMAR), the international
association of opinion polling and marketing research professionals. As such, Leger is
committed to following the ICC/ESOMAR International Code on Market, Opinion and
Social Research and Data Analytics.
The Insights Association, the American association for marketing research and analytics.
The Worldwide Independent Network of Market Research and Polling (WIN), of which
Leger is a founding member.

In addition to numerous private sector clients, Leger’s list of governmental or educational
institutional clients includes:
•

•

•

Numerous levels of government including the Government of Canada, provincial
governments (the Governments of Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec), and
municipal governments (City of Vancouver, City of Calgary, City of Edmonton, City of
Montréal, and Ville de Québec);
A wide variety of BC ministries and Crown corporations (BC Ministry of Agriculture, BC
Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy, BC Ministry of Public Safety &
Solicitor General, BC Stats, Elections BC, BC Hydro, Insurance Corporation of British
Columbia, BC Transit, and TransLink); and,
Several academic institutions (University of Victoria, University of British Columbia,
University of Alberta, University of Calgary, University of Lethbridge, University of
Waterloo, McMaster University, University of Toronto, and Université Laval).
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On November 8, 2020, the 2020 BC Provincial election final results were released and,
indicative of their reliability and methodological rigour, Leger released the following:

DISCUSSION:
Survey Methodology
The survey was an on-line survey conducted between October 6-14, 2020, with a total of 755
respondents who either live, work, or visit Vancouver, and the following displays this breakdown:
Type of Respondent
I live in Vancouver
I both live and work in Vancouver
I work and/or conduct business in Vancouver
I visit Vancouver for various activities including shopping, appointments,
entertainment, and social activities, among others

%
49%
27%
13%
11%

N
363
211
95
84

The categories of ‘I live in Vancouver’ and ‘I both live and work in Vancouver’ are distinct. As
such, responses from Vancouver residents include 574 respondents (363 from the ‘I live in
Vancouver’ category combined with the 211 from the ‘I both live and work in Vancouver’ category,
which is 76% of the total sample). Similarly, when examining responses from people who work
in Vancouver, the sample size is 306 (40% of the total sample), which is the combination of the
211 responses from people who both live and work in Vancouver and the 95 responses from
people who work or conduct business in Vancouver (but don‘t live in Vancouver). Only questions
that relate to the respondent, and their experience, were asked to prevent any ‘double-counting’.
For example, a respondent who doesn’t live in Vancouver was not asked questions about crime
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in the Vancouver neighbourhood they live in. Similarly, a respondent who doesn’t work in
Vancouver was not asked questions about crime near their workplace.
Focusing on the total sample and the sample of Vancouver residents:
•
•

For the total number of respondents (755), a probability sample would have a margin of
error of ±3.6%, 19 times out of 20.
For the number of respondents (574) who live in Vancouver, a probability sample would
have a margin of error of ±4.1%, 19 times out of 20.

The most important factor in the reliability of public opinion survey results is the degree of
population representativeness, and in terms of gender, age, and ethnicity, the survey results are
in-line with the 2016 Census proportions for Vancouver. Leger advises that the “results are
representative of the city based on these key demographic variables”. Below are how these
variables break down:
By gender
Female
Male
Non-binary or transgender

%
51%
49%
0.1%

N
382
372
1

By age range
18-34
35-54
55+

%
32%
35%
33%

N
240
266
246

By ethnicity
Caucasian
Chinese
South Asian
Southeast Asian
Japanese
Latin American
Indigenous
Black
Korean
West Asian
Other

% of % of 2016
Survey Census
48%
46%
28%
27%
8%
6%
6%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
2%
1%
1%
1%
2%
1%
1%
2%
N/A

Utilizing crime statistics alone as an indication of community safety can be problematic for two
reasons. First, crime statistics do not include unreported crime. The level of unreported crime
can be significant, which was confirmed in this Community Crime Perception Survey where it was
found that 47% of victims of crime in Vancouver in the past year did not report the crime to police.
Second, as Statistics Canada noted in its 2014 national survey on perceptions of personal safety
and crime, “a sense of safety is only partly associated with actual levels of crime.” In addition to
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crime, Statistics Canada noted that perceptions of community safety are also influenced by “the
presence of social disorder and antisocial behaviours.” As such, incidents involving disorder,
which may not be captured in crime statistics, can have a significant impact on perceived
community safety. Accordingly, surveys such as this Community Crime Perception Survey are
an important method to further understand community perceptions of crime and safety.

Results
The survey examines these themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Are respondents’ concerned about crime in Vancouver?
Are Vancouver residents’ concerned about crime in the neighbourhood they live in?
To what degree, if any, have respondents changed their day-to-day behaviours because
of crime in Vancouver?
Are respondents who work or conduct business in Vancouver concerned about crime in
the neighbourhood where they work?
To what degree, if any, has crime in Vancouver affected businesses?

The survey questions and response options are provided in Appendix A beginning on page 14.
Appendix B, beginning on page 20, has a series of charts that show the responses to questions
specific to each theme listed above. The first chart breaks down responses geographically and
whether the respondent lives, works, or visits Vancouver, while the second chart breaks down
responses by demographic variables.
With regard to the first chart, the geographic breakdown is based on the VPD Patrol District and
which neighbourhood the respondents live in (only if they live in Vancouver). For discussion
purposes only, Leger recommends that only neighbourhoods that have 20 or more responses be
listed, and as such, the charts only lists such neighbourhoods (there were nine). With regard to
the second chart (based on demographics), for discussion purposes, Leger provides ethnicity
data that is categorized into the following groups: Caucasian, Chinese, South Asian, Southeast
Asian, and Other (see page 19 for definitions that Leger provided).
This pattern of displaying the responses to each question for each theme is repeated in order to
present as many results as possible but in a succinct manner.
Respondents’ Concerns about Crime in Vancouver
There were two survey questions to address this theme and they are listed below (followed by
key results or findings):
a) Overall, how concerned are you about crime in Vancouver? (See charts on pages 20 & 21).
•
•
•

78% of all respondents are concerned.
80% of respondents who live in Vancouver are concerned, while for those that live and
work in Vancouver the rate is 78%, and it is 71% for those that only work in Vancouver,
and is 74% for those who visit Vancouver.
Respondents who live in District 1 expressed the highest rate of concern at 84%, while
District 2 respondents were at 80%, and both District 3 and 4 respondents were at 78%.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Of the nine neighbourhoods that had more than 20 or more respondents, Mount Pleasant
residents were the most concerned at 88%, while Coal Harbour and Renfrew-Collingwood
residents were the least concerned at a rate of 76%.
77% of males and 79% of females are concerned.
The rate of concern for the three age groups are: 77% for 18-34 year olds; 76% for 35-54
year olds, and; 80% for respondents 55 years of age and older.
For ethnic groupings the range of concerned rate is from a low of 73% for South Asians
to a high of 83% for Southeast Asians.
Both 80% of home owners and renters are concerned.
95% of victims are concerned, while 75% of non-victims are concerned.

b) In your opinion, how has the amount of crime in Vancouver changed in the past year? (See
charts on pages 22 and 23).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

61% of all respondents say that crime has gotten worse in the past year in Vancouver.
63% of respondents who live in Vancouver say crime has gotten worse, while for those
that live and work in Vancouver the rate is 64%, and it is 52% for those that only work in
Vancouver, and is 62% for those who visit Vancouver for activities.
District 1 residents are the highest rate of residents who feel crime has gotten worse
(74%), while District 2 & 4 residents are at 62%, and District 3 are at 56%.
Of the nine neighbourhoods that had more than 20 or more respondents, West End and
Yaletown residents are at the top end of the range 71% feeling the crime has gotten worse,
while Kitsilano residents were at the low end of the range at 56%.
62% of males and 61% of females feel that crime has gotten worse.
The results for the three age groups that feel crime has gotten worse are: 59% for 18-34
year olds; 60% for 35-54 year olds, and; 65% for respondents 55 years of age and older.
For ethnic groupings the range of is from a low of 52% for Southeast Asians to a high of
68% for Chinese respondents.
64% of home owners and 62% of renters feel the crime has gotten worse.
79% of victims and 58% of non-victims feel that crime has gotten worse.

For contextual purposes, from 2008-2019, Leger has conducted the VPD’s annual Community
Satisfaction Survey. Residents are annually asked if violent or property crime has increased in
the past year in Vancouver. The median rate of response from residents who felt that violent
crime increased is 36.5%, while for property crime the median rate is 25.5% (for all 12 surveys
from 2008-2019). It is a notable contrast, the above chart shows that 61% of all respondents felt
that crime has gotten worse in Vancouver.
Although the annual Community Satisfaction Surveys and the 2020 Crime Perception Survey use
different methodologies, and the latter survey doesn’t distinguish between property crime and
violent crime, it is noteworthy that there would be such differences in 2020. These differences
become much greater when respondents are asked to assess changes in crime in the Vancouver
neighbourhood they live in, which is the next theme that was explored.
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Vancouver Residents’ Concerns about Crime in the Neighbourhood Where They Live
There were two survey questions to address this theme, which are listed below:
a) How concerned are you about crime in the neighbourhood you live in? (See charts on pages
24 and 25).
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

58% of all respondents are concerned.
60% of respondents who live in Vancouver are concerned, while for those that live and
work in Vancouver the rate is 55%.
Respondents who live in District 1 expressed the highest rate of concern at 68%, while
District 2 respondents are at 62%, District 3 is at 56%, and District 4 respondents are at
52%.
Of the nine neighbourhoods that had more than 20 or more respondents, Yaletown
residents were the most concerned at 68%, while Marpole residents were the least
concerned at a rate of 41% (Marpole was the only neighbourhood of the nine that was
below 52%).
53% of males and 63% of females are concerned.
The rate of concern for the three age groups are: 55% for 18-34 year olds; 60% for 35-54
year olds, and; 60% for respondents 55 years of age and older.
For ethnic groupings the range of concerned rate is from a low of 50% for Chinese
residents to a high of 69% for Southeast Asians.
57% of home owners and 62% of renters are concerned.
81% of victims are concerned, while 53% of non-victims are concerned.

b) In your opinion, how has the amount of crime in the neighbourhood you live in changed in the
past year? (See charts on pages 26 and 27).
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

46% of all Vancouver residents say that crime has gotten worse in the past year in the
neighbourhood they live, while 45% feel that it has stayed the same.
47% of residents say crime has gotten worse in their neighbourhood, while for those that
live and work in Vancouver the rate is 45%. Respectively, 44% and 48% feel crime has
stayed the same.
District 1 residents are the highest rate of residents who feel crime has gotten worse in
their neighbourhood (64%), while District 2 residents are at 48%. District 3 and 4
residents are at 39% and in both Districts more residents feel crime has stayed the
same.
Of the nine neighbourhoods with 20 or more respondents, Yaletown residents are at the
top end of the range 75% feeling the crime has gotten worse in their neighbourhood, while
Victoria-Fraserview residents were at the low end of the range at 22%.
44% of males and 48% of females feel that crime has gotten worse in their Vancouver
neighbourhood, while 49% of males and 42% of females feel crime has stayed the same.
The results for the three age groups that feel crime has gotten worse are: 42% for 18-34
year olds; 53% for 35-54 year olds, and; 41% for respondents 55 years of age and older.
For ethnic groupings the range of is from a low of 40% for South Asians to a high of 59%
for Southeast Asians.
45% of home owners and 47% of renters feel the crime has gotten worse in their
neighbourhood.
68% of victims and 41% of non-victims feel that crime has gotten worse in their
neighbourhood.
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Again, for contextual purposes, from 2008-2019, residents who responded to the annual VPD
Community Satisfaction Survey, felt that violent crime increased in their neighbourhood at a
median rate of 9% (for all 12 surveys in that date range), while for property crime that median rate
is 16%. This compares to 46% from all Vancouver residents in the Crime Perception Survey.
As previously mentioned, the annual Community Satisfaction Surveys and the 2020 Crime
Perception Survey use different methodologies – the latter survey doesn’t distinguish between
property crime and violent crime, nevertheless, such vast differences in 2020 responses are
noteworthy and are concerning.
Changes in Day-to-Day Behaviours Due to of Crime
The following chart shows that a third of all respondents changed their behaviour in the past year
because of crime in Vancouver:

The top ten most frequently mentioned behaviours that were changed were:
• Avoid certain neighbourhoods (20%)
• Am more fearful about crime in Vancouver than I was before (18%)
• Changed the time of day that I go for a walk (13%)
• Reduced the amount of time I walk (12%)
• Reduced the times I go out for entertainment (9%)
• Changed how I conduct my shopping for groceries (8%)
• Reduced the times I go out to eat (8%)
• Have thought about moving away from Vancouver (7%)
• Changed how I get to work (5%)
• Have thought about looking for work outside of Vancouver (4%)
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The most frequently mentioned changed behaviour by respondents is that they avoid certain
neighbourhoods. The following chart lists the ten most frequently mentioned neighbourhoods that
respondents now avoid because of crime; of note, nine of the ten neighbourhoods are in the
northern part of Vancouver:

Vancouver Employees’ Concerns about Crime in the Neighbourhood Where They Work
Finally, respondents were asked about how concerned they were about the amount of crime in
the Vancouver neighbourhood where they work or conduct business (see charts on pages 28 and
29). One should note that because this question only refers to the 306 respondents who work or
conduct business in Vancouver, there is no breakdown of where the respondent lives. As such,
these two charts can only be broken down by demographic variables.
•
•

Slightly more (53%) are concerned than not (45%), with males being concerned at a rate
of 47% and females at a rate of 49%.
40% feel that crime has gotten worse in the past year in the Vancouver neighbourhood
they work (41% of males and 39% of females)
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Crime’s Impact on Businesses
Forty of the respondents who work or conduct business in Vancouver were the owners or
managers of their business. The following chart shows how concerned, in the opinion of the
owner/manager, their staff are about crime in the neighbourhood the business is located in, and
the concerned rate is 55%:

The business owners/managers were asked if crime near their business has had effects on their
business, and the below table lists those effects and the response rate for each. It is noteworthy
that nearly one in five business owners/managers said they have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Considered closing or moving to a new location (18%)
Staff that are afraid to come to work (18%)
Hired security (18%)
Has been the victim of a property crime in the past year (20%)
Customers who are more afraid to come to their business (20%)
Lost customers because of crime in their business’ neighbourhood (15%)

CONCLUSION:
The 2020 Crime Perception Survey, was an on-line survey conducted by Leger between October
6-14, 2020, with a total of 755 respondents who either live, work, or visit Vancouver. In total, 76%
of all respondents (574 individuals) reside in Vancouver and 40% of all respondents (306
individuals) work in Vancouver.
Nearly four of five respondents are concerned about crime in Vancouver and this ratio is
consistent amongst Vancouver residents and males and females. Sixty-one per cent of
respondents report that crime has gotten worse in the past year in Vancouver, with downtown
residents’ rate of concern being 74% (District 1 residents).
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In terms of the margin of error:
•
•

For the total number of respondents (755), a probability sample would have a margin of
error of ±3.6%, 19 times out of 20.
For the number of respondents (574) who live in Vancouver, a probability sample would
have a margin of error of ±4.1%, 19 times out of 20.

The most important factor in the reliability of public opinion survey results is the degree of
population representativeness. The respondents surveyed were found to be representative of
Vancouver’s 2016 Census proportions in terms of gender, age, and ethnicity. Leger advised that
the “results are representative of the city based on these key demographic variables.”
Crime perception surveys are an important means of understanding the community’s sense of
safety. Crime statistics alone can fail to account for disorder and unreported crime, which impact
community perception of safety. Of note, 47% of victims of crime in Vancouver in the past year
did not report the crime. To ensure that it is responsive to the community it proudly serves, the
VPD has consistently used a wide variety of sources – including surveys, analysis of crime trends
and calls for service, crime hotspots, intelligence and information provided by frontline staff – to
inform operational and resource allocation decisions.
The VPD recommends that the VPB receive this report for information.

Author:

Drazen Manojlovic

Telephone:

604-717-2682

Date:

Nov.23, 2020

Submitting Executive Member:
Deputy Chief Steve Rai

Date:

November 23, 2020
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APPENDIX A
Survey Questions
1. Which of these options best describe you?
I live in Vancouver
I work and/or conduct business in Vancouver
I both live and work in Vancouver
I visit Vancouver for various activities including shopping, appointments, entertainment,
and social activities, among others
Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
2. Which best describes how often you travel into Vancouver?
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
3. Which area within Vancouver do you live in?
Downtown
neighbourhoods

West Side
neighbourhoods

Coal Harbour
Chinatown
Davie Village
Downtown Eastside
English Bay
Financial District
Gastown
Granville Mall and the Granville Entertainment
District
Robson
Stanley Park
Victory Square
West End
Yaletown
Arbutus Ridge
Dunbar–Southlands
Fairview
False Creek
Granville Island
Greektown
Kerrisdale
Kitsilano
Marpole
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East Vancouver
Neighbourhoods

Oakridge
Shaughnessy
South Cambie
South Granville
West Point Grey
University Endowment Lands
Champlain Heights
Commercial Drive
Grandview–Woodland
Hastings–Sunrise
Kensington–Cedar Cottage
Killarney
Mount Pleasant
Punjabi Market / Little India
Renfrew–Collingwood
Riley Park–Little Mountain
Strathcona
Sunset
Victoria–Fraserview

Other (Please specify)
Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
4. Which area within Vancouver do you work? (Same list as above)
5. Please indicate your gender.
Female
Male
Non-binary or transgender
Other
Prefer not to answer
6. What year were you born?
Please specify
Prefer not to answer
7. What is your age range?
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
Prefer not to answer
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8. Overall, how concerned are you about crime in Vancouver?
Very concerned
Somewhat concerned
Not too concerned
Not at all concerned
No opinion / Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
9. In your opinion, how has the amount of crime in Vancouver changed in the past year?
Would you say the amount of crime is…?
Much worse
Somewhat worse
About the same
Somewhat better
Much better
No opinion / Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
10. How concerned are you about crime in the neighbourhood you live in?
Very concerned
Somewhat concerned
Not too concerned
Not at all concerned
No opinion / Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
11. In your opinion, how has the amount of crime in the neighbourhood you live in changed
in the past year? Would you say the amount of crime is…?
Much worse
Somewhat worse
About the same
Somewhat better
Much better
No opinion / Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
12. How concerned are you about crime in the neighbourhood you work in?
Very concerned
Somewhat concerned
Not too concerned
Not at all concerned
No opinion / Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
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13. In your opinion, how has the amount of crime in the neighbourhood you work in changed
in the past year? Would you say the amount of crime is…?
Much worse
Somewhat worse
About the same
Somewhat better
Much better
No opinion / Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
14. Have you changed any of your routines or behaviours over the last year because of the
amount of crime in Vancouver?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
15. What routines or behaviours have you changed in the past year because of the amount
of crime in Vancouver?
Reduced the amount of time I walk
Changed the time of day that I go for a walk
Reduced the amount of time I take my children outside
Changed the times I take my children outside
Reduced the times I take my children to a playground
Avoid certain neighbourhoods
Reduced the times I go out to eat
Reduced the times I go out for entertainment
Changed how I conduct my shopping for groceries
Changed how I get to work
Reduced the times I invite people to my residence
Have thought about moving away from Vancouver
Have thought about looking for work outside of Vancouver
Am more fearful about crime in Vancouver than I was before
Other (please specify)
Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
16. You mentioned you avoid certain neighbourhoods because of the amount of crime.
Which neighbourhoods in Vancouver do you avoid? (Select from list of neighbourhoods
previously listed).
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17. Do you own or manage a business in Vancouver?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
18. How concerned are your staff about crime in the neighbourhood of your business?
Very concerned
Somewhat concerned
Not too concerned
Not at all concerned
No opinion / Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
19. If you own or manage a business in Vancouver, has crime affected your business in the
following ways?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
I have considered closing or moving to a new location
I have staff that are afraid to come to work
I have had staff resign because of the crime near my business
I have arranged for staff transportation (e.g., paid for a taxi so that they can
leave or arrive safely)
I have hired security
My business has been the victim of a property crime in the past year
My business has been the victim of a violent crime in the past year
My customers are more afraid to come to my business
I have lost customers because of crime in the neighbourhood
20. Are there any comments you would like to make about crime in Vancouver?
21. Do you own or rent your residence?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
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22. In the past 12 months, have you been a victim of a crime (for example, vandalism, theft,
physical assault or a break and enter of a home) in the city of Vancouver?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
23. Did you report the crime to police?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Prefer not to answer
24. To which ethnicity or population group do you belong?
White (Caucasian)
Chinese
South Asian (e.g., East Indian, Pakistani, Sri Lankan, etc.)
Southeast Asian (e.g., Vietnamese, Cambodian, Malaysian, Laotian,
Thai, etc.)
First Nations / Aboriginal
Arab
Black
Indigenous
Japanese
Korean
Latin American
West Asian (e.g., Iranian, Afghan, etc.)
Other
Don’t know
I prefer not to answer
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APPENDIX B
Response Charts
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